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preFace

This is the last of three fascicules on corinthian vases in the Department of classical an-
tiquities of the state hermitage museum, st. petersburg, russia. The two published earlier 
comprise aryballoi, alabastra and plaster flasks. 

This fascicule is devoted to corinthian amphorae, amphoriskoi, lekythoi, kraters, oino-
choai, pyxides and cups. it comprises three protocorinthian and 45 corinthian vessels. From 
a desire to illustrate the full variety of types, classes and groups of corinthian vessels and the 
different masters that characterise the hermitage collection we have also included a number 
of extremely interesting fragments. 

The hermitage’s collection of corinthian vases is eastern europe’s most important col-
lection of corinthian ware. corinthian vases have formed part of the permanent display 
since the establishment of the imperial hermitage museum (see bukina 2015, 31-32). The 
most remarkable pieces were acquired from private individuals, above all from Dr giuseppe 
antonio pizzati and countess alexandra grigorievna laval. in the nineteenth century the 
collection was expanded with several pieces transferred from Kerch archaeological museum, 
crimea (1858) and others that came from rome as part of the archaeological museum of 
marquis gian pietro campana (1861) (see also a. bukina, a. petrakova, c. phillips, 
Greek Vases in the Imperial Hermitage Museum: The History of the Collection 1816 - 69: with 
Addenda et Corrigenda to Ludolf Stephani, Die Vasen-Sammlung der Kaiserlichen Ermitage 
(1869), oxford, 2013). in the 1870 and 1880s a number of corinthian vases came from 
collections containing pieces acquired by russians who had travelled in italy, France and 
greece in the first half of the 19th century. among those collectors were the diplomats count 
nikolay gurieff (his collection was later owned by the abaza family and is best known as 
the abaza collection) and count andrey bludoff; we should also mention enlightened tour-
ists such as alexander chertkov and princes mikhail and Feodor golitsyn. The hermitage 
collection was further enriched by painted vases transferred from the dismantled museum 
of classical archaeology of the imperial academy of sciences, a collection which included a 
corinthian kotyle said to have been acquired on rhodes (see pl. 53.4). in the 1890s several 
corinthian vases were acquired from greek merchants such as georgios Koutsourakis and 
Themistocles orphanides who cited provenances on the greek islands and in asia minor. 
vladimir semionovich golenishchev, vladimir georgievich bock, boris alexandrovich tu-
raev, ivan ivanovich tolstoy and maria ivanovna maximova also brought back corinthian 
vessels from their trips to greece and asia minor in the 1900s and 1910s. Further pieces 
arrived with private collections nationalised in the 1920s or purchased at the same time, 
among others the vases transferred from the museums of the baron alexander von stieglitz 
school of technical drawing (having formerly belonged to alexander alexandrovich polovt-
sov and to heinrich schliemann). 

several groups of corinthian vessels purchased for the hermitage in the late 19th and 
early 20th centuries were, according to their previous owners, found in the northern black 
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sea area. some of these pieces may well have had such a provenance since analogies are 
found amongst material excavated during this period under the patronage of the imperial 
archaeological commission and later (from the 1930s to the present) by the hermitage 
museum’s own expeditions. The largest number (over three hundred vase fragments of co-
rinthian painted pottery from all periods save protocorinthian) came from the island of 
berezan, site of one of the earliest greek settlements in the north-West black sea region, 
situated in the estuary of the rivers Dnieper and bug (ancient hypanis). also from the site of 
the milesian colony olbia (near berezan, on the right bank of the Dnieper and bug estuary) 
came some single fragments of middle to late corinthian i vases and over one hundred and 
fifty late corinthian ii pieces. a considerable quantity of the late corinthian i–ii vases and 
fragments come also from the sites of the bosporan kingdom (north-east crimea and the 
taman peninsula, ancient cimmerian bosporus). 

Fifteen corinthian vases in this volume were first published and briefly described by 
ludolf eduard stephani (stephani 1869). These and some other pieces were identified as 
corinthian ware by oskar Waldhauer in his works of the 1900s and 1910s. many similar 
attributions appeared in reports on finds in the northern black sea area in the Reports and 
Bulletins of the imperial archaeological commission of the same period as well as in an 
article by sophia Korsunska (Korsunska 1930). h.g.g. payne took all these publications 
into account when he produced his fundamental study of 1931. a number of payne’s attribu-
tions, as well as those of Jack l. benson, Darrell a. amyx, axel seeberg, patricia lawrence, 
mary blomberg and cornelis neeft remain valid today. The same applies to the attributions 
of sofia pavlovna boriskovskaya, who studied the greater part of the hermitage’s corinthian 
vases between the 1960s and 1990s. in 2015 the whole collection of corinthian vases and 
fragments in the state hermitage museum was published in russian by the author of the 
present volume (bukina 2015).

i should like to express my gratitude for the professional support provided by ludmila 
shadricheva and Julia balakhanova of the hermitage’s research library, the conservators 
anna pozdnyak, natalya pavlukhina, Dr olga shuvalova, Dr tatyana shlykova, natalia 
bolshakova and Kristina lavinskaya of the scientific restoration and conservation Depart-
ment, sergey Khavrin and Ksenia chugunova of the scientific and technical examination 
Department, our photographers vladimir terebenin and sergey pokrovsky. my thanks must 
also go to Dr sergey solovyov, Keeper of the berezan archaeological collection, who kindly 
allowed access to the objects in his care, and to my colleague in the Department of classical 
antiquities Dr anna petrakova, who read the manuscript and gave me much valuable advice. 

The vladimir potanin Foundation provided financial support for my work in libraries 
abroad and translation of this volume was made possible by a grant from the hermitage 
Foundation uK.

my heartfelt gratitude goes to my mother valentina lapshina, my sister elena and her son 
misha, who have provided support in this enterprise as in all my others.

anastasia bukina
st. petersburg 2015
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s.p. boriskovskaya, Raspisnaya keramika 
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i istoricheskoe znachenie [The painted pottery 
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significance], unpublished phD Thesis, The 
institute of material culture, academy of 
sciences of the ussr, leningrad, 1966 [cop-
ies in the archive of the institute of material 
culture, st. petersburg, and the Department 
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Vases, in: SGE [eng] 70, 2013, 66–78.
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2014

a. bukina,  K. chugunova, with i. gri-
gorieva and s. Khavrine, Les vases de la 
collection Antonio Pizzati au Musée de l’Ermi-
tage: études scientifiques et perspectives, in b. 
bourgeois, m. Denoyelle, eds., L’Europe du 
vase antique: collectionneurs, savants, restaura-
teurs aux XVIIIe et XIXe siècles, paris, 2014,  
221–235.

Cat. Camp. Cataloghi del Museo Campana, rome, betwe-
en 1858 and 1860.

Corinth vii,2 Corinth. Results of Excavations conducted by 
the American School of Classical Studies at 
Athens, vii/2: D.a. amyx and p. lawrence, 
Archaic Corinthian Pottery and the Anaploga 
Well, princeton (nJ), 1975.

Corinth vii,5 Corinth. Results of Excavations conducted 
by the American School of Classical Studies 
at Athens, vii/5: m.K. risser, Corinthian 
Conventionalizing Pottery, princeton (nJ), 
2001.

Corinth xiii Corinth. Results of Excavations conducted by 
the American School of Classical Studies at 
Athens, xiii: c.W. blegen, h. palmer, r.s. 
Young, The North cemetery, princeton (nJ), 
1964.
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the American School of Classical Studies at Ath-
ens, xv/3: a.n. stillwell and J.l. benson, 
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(nJ), 1984.

Corinth xviii,1 Corinth. Results of Excavations conducted by 
the American School of Classical Studies at 
Athens, xviii/1: e.g. pemberton, The Sanc-
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princeton (nJ), 1989.

Dehl–von Kaenel 
1995

ch. Dehl-von Kaenel, Die archaische Kera-
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unt, berlin, 1995.

grasso 1999 l. grasso, Kotylai corinzie figurate dalla sti-
pe votiva del santuario di Demetra a Catania, 
catania 1999 (Studi e materiali di archeologia 
greca 4/1.1).

Hermitage, Greek 
Treasures 
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strong, The Byzantine and Later Pottery, 
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in Hesperia 67, 1998, 303–322.

mcphee 2005 i. mcphee, The Corinth Oinochoe, One- and 
Two-handled Jugs in Ancient Corinth, in Hes-
peria 74, 2005, 41–94.
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e de’ bronzi di proprietà del sig. cav. pizzati’ 
(two copies) [archive of the state hermitage 
museum, st. petersburg, russia, Fund 1, in-
ventory 6, e-1, files 5 and 6]. 

neeft, Addenda c.W. neeft, Addenda et Corrigenda to D.A 
Amyx, Corinthian Vase-painting of the Archaic 
Period, amsterdam, 1990 (allard pierson se-
ries, scripta minora 3). 

neeft 2000 c.W. neeft, What is in a Name? The Painter 
of Vatican 73 in the Getty, in Greek Vases in 
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neverov 1985 o.Ya. neverov, Drevnosti iz sobraniya Gen-
rikha Shlimana [antiquities from the col-
lection of heinrich schliemann], in Yu. 
b. bromley et al. eds., Kul’turnoe nasledie 
Vostoka [The cultural heritage of the east], 
leningrad, 1985, 198–208.

papuci-Władyka 
1989

e. papuci-Władyka, Corinthian and Italo-
Corinthian Pottery from the Polish Collections, 
Warsaw-Krakow, 1989.

paribeni et al. 1995 e. paribeni, b. adembri, s. bruni, p. e. pe-
corella, a. romualdi, Aristaios. La collezio-
ne Giuseppe Sinopoli, venezia, 1995.

payne, NC h.g.g. payne, Necrocorinthia, oxford, 
1931.

Perachora ii t.J. Dunbabin, Perachora, The Sanctuar-
ies of Hera Akraia and Limenia. Excavations 
of the British School of Archaeology at Athens, 
1930–1933. Pottery, Ivories, Scarabs and other 
Objects from the Votive Deposit of Hera Lime-
nia, oxford, 1962.

Schliemann–
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Shliman–Peterburg–Troya [schliemann–pe-
tersburg–troy], exh. cat., hermitage muse-
um, st. petersburg, 1998.

stephani 1869 l. stephani, Die Vasen-Sammlung der Kai-
serlichen Ermitage, 2 vols, st. petersburg, 
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suslov, ed. 1994 v. suslov, ed., The State Hermitage: Master-
pieces from the Museum’s Collections: Western 
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Waldhauer 1914 o.F. Waldhauer, Imperatorskiy Ermitazh. 
Kratkoe opisanie sobraniya antichnykh raspis-
nykh vaz [The imperial hermitage. a brief 
Description of the collection of antique 
painted vases], st. petersburg, 1914.





amphorae

plate 1

1-3; Fig. 1. amphora. inv. b.1394. From the imperial 
academy of Fine arts, 1851; formerly collection of 
giuseppe antonio pizzati, assembled in naples and 
rome (MS Cat. Pizz. 1, found at nola).

h. 20.2 cm; h. of handles ca. 5 and 5.2 cm; diam. 
of rim 10.2 cm; max. diam. of body 15.5 cm; diam. of 
base 8.5 cm. vessel with tapered neck extending upwards; 
upturned rim with modest flange; pair of vertical 
handles flat in section running from middle of neck to 
the shoulder; ovoid body with convex wall narrowing 
downwards; ring-foot. shape of upper part is irregular.

assembled from pieces, parts of wall restored; 
terracotta infill of 19th-century restoration now removed. 
surface severely damaged, large losses of paint; part 
of petals above the bull’s [1] and panther’s [2] heads 
repainted. incisions on heads of bull [1], panther [2], goat 

corinthian vases

The following standard features apply unless otherwise 
noted:
non-adjoining fragments of the same piece are designated 
by small letters in brackets.
Dimensions of wall fragments are described as follows: 
max. preserved height x max. preserved width.
painting is described from top to bottom. painted figures 
are numbered left to right with numbers in brackets. 
painting is made in solid paint; details in diluted paint 
are described separately.
added colours are added over a painted silhouette unless 
otherwise described.
standard elements of depictions. Panther is a depiction 

of a feline with head in frontal view; lion has a head in 
side view. Leaf-rosette is a pattern like a chamomile flower. 
Shaded rosettes are shaped like irregular painted areas, 
mostly incised with sets of parallel strokes. Ring-rosettes 
are shaped as a ringlet with dot inside. Scale-rosettes are 
rounded, irregularly shaped or leaf-rosettes incised with 
arcs open outwards (i.e. toward its edges, what amyx 
called ‘inside-out incisions’).
standard elements of incisions. side elements of eyes are 
deployed horizontally. 
The bibliography for a specific shape, group or painter 
indicates the most informative source providing a further 
bibliography. 

Fig. 1. inv. B.1394.
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[4], lion [5] as well as on paws of panther [2] and lion [5] 
are modern. lines of incisions on bull’s head apparently 
follow genuine ones. pale yellowish clay; brown paint; 
added red and white.

neck inside and outside, handles: painted. shoulder: 
petals. below handles: figured frieze framed above and 
below by broad bands. side a: bull, to right [1]; panther, 
to left [2]; below handle a bird with folded wings, to 
left [3]. side b: goat, to right [4]; lion, to left [5]. Filler 
ornament consists of rosettes with accentuated centre, 
leaf-rosettes, rosettes of irregular shape, round rosettes, 
crosses and blobs. lower body: rays (one ray is wavy). 
Foot painted inside and outside. underneath bottom: 
double circlet.

added red. rim: encircling broad band; band at base 
of neck. every second petal on shoulder. bands framing 
both paint bands on shoulder. animal frieze: neck, belly, 
stripes along ribs, pairs of stripes on hips of all animals; 
middle bar of wing and blobs along neck of bird.

added white. every second petal on shoulder; lines 
along edges of red stripes on paint band framing animal 
frieze.

incisions. on shoulder: double vertical lines dividing 
petals. bull [1]: curl like a question mark along edges 
of shoulder, set of arcs for ribs, three wavy lines on 
hip, broad arc with additional small arcs for outline of 
belly, set of oblique broad arcs across termination of tail. 
panther [2]: body like bull [1] but mirrored. bird [3]: 
double circlet with vertical pair of double strokes for eye, 
D-shaped outline separating beak, two double arcs on 
upper part of neck, wavy outline of wing, vertical wavy 
lines dividing wing into three parts, set of oblique strokes 
separating feathers on lower part of wing, double vertical 
stroke separating tail, two oblique strokes on tail. goat 
[4]: body like bull [1] (except for tail). lion [5]: body 
like bull [1]. Filler ornament: sets of strokes crossing in 
centres of leaf-rosettes, double circlets and radiating arcs 
on rosettes with accentuated centre, sets of parallel strokes 
on rosettes of irregular shape.

early to middle corinthian.
corinthian neck amphora, early variation normally 

decorated with animal friezes (on shape see amyx, 
CorVP, 494-495). Zigzag between rays on lower body 
may indicate a possible earlier date (cf. Perachora ii, 
83-84).

bibl.: stephani 1869, no. 6 (errata: not campana); bukina et al. 
2013, 74, fig. 9; bukina, chugunova 2014, 224-225, fig. 132; bukina 
2015, cat. 101.

plate 2

1-3; Fig. 2. amphora. inv. b.43. From the imperial 
academy of Fine arts, 1851; formerly collection of 
giuseppe antonio pizzati, assembled in naples and 
rome (MS Cat. Pizz. 32, found at nola).

h. ca. 30 cm; h. of handle 13.8 cm; diam. of rim 
14.4 cm; max. diam. of body 23.2 cm; diam. of base 13 
cm. belly-amphora with continuous profile from lip to 
bottom of ovoid body; rim with straight mouthpiece; two 
handles, round in section, from mid-neck to mid-body; 
echinus-foot.

Fig. 2. inv. B.43.

small part of wall missing, surface chipped and 
damaged; large losses of red slip and paint; lost parts of 
painting partly tinted. pale buff clay; brown paint, smoky-
brown in places; red ochre slip; added red and white.

rim and neck outside and inside are painted. handles, 
middle part of body, foot outside are painted. shoulder 
and upper part of body: both sides, one red-ground 
panel, framed by tongue ornament above; one siren with 
outstretched wings, to left, one leaf-rosette below wing 
at right side. lower body: rays. underneath bottom: 
dipinto Г.
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added red. pairs of bands at neck outside and inside, 
every fourth tongue above the panel. middle parts of 
wings, every second feather on lower parts of wings. set 
of bands above rays, band below rays. 

added white. every fourth tongue above the panel; 
sirens’ bodies.

Diluted paint applied over added white. sirens: 
outlines of body (profile from head to wing, along lower 
body from one wing to another), outlines of almond-
shaped eye with circlet in centre, arched eyebrow, arc at 
base of neck, outline of ear (two chained curls for ear’s 
upper part, two joint miniature arcs for earlobe), two 
triple arcs on tail, feathers of tail are outlined, v-shaped 
elements on hips.

incisions. sirens: two upturned arcs outlining ribbon 
across head, wavy line outlining hair, pair of short wavy 
lines below hair, three curves separating three parts of 
each wing, sets of vertical strokes for feathering on lower 
parts of wings. Filler ornament: side a, several strokes 
crossing at centre of rosette; side b, circlet with central 
point on rosettes and radiating strokes surround.

late corinthian i, the tydeus painter (s.p. 
boriskovskaya).

panel-amphora type b (on shape see amyx, CorVP, 
492-494). on the painter see payne, NC, 110; amyx, 
CorVP, 269-272, 392-393.

bibl.: stephani 1869, no. 3; Waldhauer 1914, no. 118; 
boriskovskaya 1972,13, fig.14; amyx, CorVP, 330, a-9bis; 492, no. 2; 
bukina 2015, cat. 255.

amphorisKoi

plate 3

1-6; Figs. 3, 4. amphoriskos. inv. b.1393. From the 
collection of marquis gian pietro campana, 1862.

h. 18.6 cm; h. of handles 3.6 cm; diam. of rim 3.3 
cm; max. diam. of body 11 cm; diam. of base 4.4 cm. 
small vessel with large funnel-shaped rim, narrow neck, 
two round handles from top of neck to shoulder, oval 
body with flat shoulder strongly narrowing towards the 
conical foot.

chipped, parts of rim and foot missing; losses of paint. 
pale clay; brown paint; added red.

inside painted; outside on rim, two bands. handles: 
two stripes. neck: between handles, horizontal zigzag. 
shoulder: between handles: figured friezes. side a: lion, 
to right [1]; owl, to right [2]. side b: siren with volute-
shaped wings, to right [3]; pattern consisting of vertical 
pair of lotus flower and palmette [4]; siren with volute-
shaped wings, to left [5]; four bands below. body: figured 
frieze. side a: goat, to left [6]; lion, to left [7]. side b: goat, 
to left [8]; panther, to right [9]. Filler ornament consists 
of leaf-rosettes, round rosettes, rosettes with accentuated 
centre, rosettes of irregular shape and blobs. lower body: 
broad band framed by two stripes; rays. Foot is painted.

added red. lions [1], [7]: mane, stripes on shoulder, 
belly, along ribs and on hips. owl [2]: stripe across neck, 
middle bar of wing. sirens [3], [5]: lower part of face-
neck-and-chest area, middle bar of wing. pattern [4]: 
side parts of palmette and middle part of lotus flower. 
goats [6], [8] and panther [9]: neck-and-withers, stripe 
on shoulder, belly, stripes on ribs and hip.

Fig. 3. inv. B.1393.
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of tail. pattern [4]: strokes dividing central bar, small 
arcs dividing petals of palmette and lotus flower, small 
double arc dividing centre of palmette. goats [6], [8]: 
upturned small arcs crossing horn; outlines of ivy-shaped 
ear, two vertical strokes inside ear; set of strokes across 
forehead and above eyebrow; for eye, circlet with added 
horizontal stroke below and oblique small stroke at outer 
corner; two small arcs on lower cheek; stroke separating 
forepart of muzzle (nose of goat [8] is also outlined with 
a small arc because it is opposite the leg of lion [7]), sets 
of small arcs across forepart of muzzle, strokes across 
beard; arc separating head from neck; shoulder (ovoid 
shape with its middle part arched towards the neck) 
is outlined; s-shaped element dividing shoulder into 
two parts; vertical straight line along forefront foreleg; 
line along back edge of backward foreleg (which is also 
separated from chest by a small stroke); belly is divided 
by a horizontal line (with added miniature arcs on both 
ends); oblique strokes on ribs, arcs on hip; double small 
arcs at base of tail and at sacrum. panther [9]: almond-
shaped ears are outlined (also inner outlines); circlet at 
centre of forehead, curves along edge of forehead, straight 
vertical outline of mid muzzle; circlets for eyes; small arcs 
with added oblique strokes for nostrils; small arc with 
added curl below separating cheek from neck; shoulder 
indicated by an oval with its middle part arched towards 
the neck, arc divides shoulder into two parts and also 
descends, separating forelegs; oblique strokes across knees 
of forelegs; double lines along outlines of legs (upper half 
of forefront foreleg; lower half of backward one); the rest 
like lion [1]. Filler ornament: double circlet at centre and 
radiating strokes on rosettes with accentuated centre, sets 
of strokes crossing at centres of round rosettes, parallel 
strokes on rosettes of irregular shape; one leaf-rosette 
is incised with a set of strokes crossing at centre, with 
additional set of arcs on leaves open towards the centre.

middle corinthian, the Dodwellians, ‘geladakian’
amphoriskos with ‘normal scheme of decoration’ 

(amyx, CorVP, 497). The style has much in common 
with that of the Dodwellians (see lawrence 1996a). 
The incisions on lion [1], [7] and panther [9] (cf. the 
panther’s legs with double strokes across the knee joints) 
are indicative of the Dodwellians; see blomberg 1983. 
The silhouettes are solid and compact; some incised lines 
could be compared with those peculiar to the medallion 
painter or the schistos painter, the latter considered to 
be among the Dodwellians. on the schistos painter see 
amyx, CorVP, 218; lawrence 1996a, 140-1. cf. also 

incisions. lions [1], [7]: double circlet for ear; two 
wavy lines descending from ear separate cheek and mane; 
circlet outlined with pair of arcs for eye; Ω-shaped outline 
of forepart of muzzle, pairs of arcs across nose, lower 
fang and lower jaw; ovoid shoulder outlined; s-shaped 
element dividing shoulder into two parts; vertical straight 
line along forefront foreleg; stroke separating chest and 
backward foreleg; two parallel lines along edges of leg 
crossed by oblique stroke marking the knee; horizontal 
line with added small miniature arcs at both sides 
separating belly; oblique strokes on ribs, arcs on hip, arc 
separating hip; small double arcs at base of tail and at 
sacrum; s-shaped element and two small arcs across every 
hind paw (lion [1] has also pairs of arcs separating tips of 
both forepaws, and double small arc at ankle of forefront 
foreleg. owl [2]: two circlets for eyes; two arcs outlining 
beak; arc outlining shoulder part of wing; curves dividing 
wing into three parts, set of strokes for feathering on 
lower part of wing; stroke separating hind leg from chest. 
sirens [3], [5]: upturned flattened arc for ribbon across 
hair, wavy line above forehead; ear shown by spiral curl 
(upper part of ear), vertical wavy lines (between neck and 
mass of flowing hair) and small arc added to the curl for 
earlobe; stroke for eyebrow, oval with added strokes for 
eye; stroke for lip; double upturned flattened arc at base 
of neck (siren [3] only); curves dividing wing into three 
parts, set of small arcs on outer part of wing for feathering, 
double arc separating tail, double arc separating tip 
of tail, fan-shaped set of strokes for feathering on tip 

Fig. 4. inv. B.1393.
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Corinth vii,2, an 22; Corinth xv,3, no. 726 for the 
manner of depicting sirens and owls peculiar to the schistos 
painter; cf. also the filler ornament consisting of round 
rosettes and blobs. round rosettes seem not to be very 
widespread in corinthian; nonetheless, cf. for this pattern 
early to middle corinthian pieces (ingoglia 1999, tav. 
1.2-3, 6.43-44); also late early corinthian to ‘probably 
the beginning of middle’ (c.W. neeft, A Corinthian 
Aryballos by the PRK Painter in Bucharest, in Il Mar Nero. 
Mélanges d’archéologie et d’histoire ancienne à la mémoire 
de Petre Alexandrescu (Anales de Arqueología e Historia 
viii, 2010/2011), rome, 2013, figs. 1-2, 5); cf. also late 
corinthian (p. e. blomberg, On Corinthian Iconography: 
The Bridled Winged Horse and the Helmeted Female Head 
in the Sixth Century BC (Acta Universitatis Upsaliensis. 
Boreas. Uppsala Studies in Ancient Mediterranean and 
Near Eastern Civilizations 25), uppsala, 1996, 42, no. 2). 
cf. specially round rosettes in filler ornament on pyxis 
fragment attributed to the geladakis painter (Corinth 
XV,3, no. 850); cf. also peculiar figure of a goat with head 
and horns depicted opposite the hind part of body of a 
panther (papuci-Władyka 1989, no. 56 attributed by 
amyx as ‘geladakian’).

bibl.: possibly Cat. Camp. i. a. 93, a. 94, a. 123 or a. 126 (cf. s. 
sarti, Giovanni Pietro Campana, 1808–1880: the Man and his Collection, 
oxford, 2001, 150); stephani 1869, no. 198; bukina 2015, cat. 159.

plate 4

1-6; Fig. 5. amphoriskos. inv. В.2059. acquired in 
st petersburg from georgios Koutsourakis, 1893 (one of 
the pieces said to be from ‘calymnos and other places in 
asia minor’).

h. 16.1 cm; h. of handle 3.6 cm; diam. of rim ca. 
3 cm; max. diam. of body 10.3 cm; diam. of base 3.6 
cm. small vessel with large funnel-shaped rim; narrow 
neck; two round handles from top of neck to shoulder; 
oval body with flat shoulder strongly narrowing towards 
conical foot.

chipped; large losses of paint. pale buff clay; brown 
paint, tending to peel; added red.

rim: inside, painted; outside, two bands; handles, 
two stripes; on neck, between handles, horizontal zigzag. 
shoulder, between handles: figured frieze. side a: 
panther, to right [1]. side b: swan (wing stretched behind 
the back), to right [2]; four stripes below. body: figured 

frieze. side a: below handle, panther, to right [3]; doe, to 
left [4]. side b: below handle, panther, to left [5]; bird of 
prey with folded wings, to right (head to left) [6]; filler 
ornament consists of rosettes with accentuated centre, 
leaf-rosettes, rosettes of irregular shape and blobs. below, 
broad band framed by two stripes. lower body, rays. Foot 
is painted outside.

added red (traces only). panther [1]: neck, blobs on 
upper part of shoulder, arc on hip. swan [2]: blobs along 
neck, middle bar of wing. panther [3]: neck, blobs on 
upper part of shoulder, belly, stripe on hip. Doe [4]: 
neck, withers. panther [5]: neck, blobs on upper part of 
shoulder. bird [6]: blobs along neck and chest, middle 
bar of wing.

incisions. panthers [1], [3]: horizontal pair of joint 
small arcs outlining lower parts of ivy-shaped ears; forehead 
and middle part of muzzle divided by a flattened s-shaped 
element on left side and by an arc on right side; circlet on 
forehead; circlets for eyes, double small arcs for nostrils; 
small arc on head along edge of eye area, arc separating 
head from neck; outline of shoulder (ovoid shape with its 
middle part arched towards the neck); s-shaped element 

Fig. 5. inv. B.2059.
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descending from middle part of shoulder divides shoulder 
into two parts and separates forelegs; a line running 
almost along vertical axis of backward foreleg; horizontal 
line dividing belly, arc separating hip; small arcs on ribs, 
arcs on hip; double small arc at base of tail. panther [5]: 
head like panther [1]; shoulder like panther [1] with 
additional arc separating narrow lower part of shoulder; 
small arc separating backward foreleg, straight vertical line 
almost along vertical axis of this leg; loop on upper part 
of forefront foreleg descending into straight vertical line 
below (almost along vertical axis of this leg); the rest of 
lines like panther [1]. swan [2]: oval for eye, beak divided 
by arc, s-shaped element with added loop separates halves 
of beak; small arc behind eye crossing upper edge of head; 
pair of joint small arcs separating head from neck; wing 
outlined with arc below, curves dividing wing into three 
parts, set of strokes (on left side) for feathering on lower 
part of wing; shoulder part of wing separated from neck 
by an arc; double arc separating tail, double arc separating 
tip of tail, fan-shaped set of strokes for feathering at tail 
end. Doe [4]: outline of elongated ears like upturned u 
(on left side separating ears, on right side dividing one axis 
of ear), double stroke crossing lower part of ears; double 
arc above eye, circlet with additional small arc for eye; 
spiral curl (consists of three small arcs) on cheek, vertical 
stroke separating jaws; s-shaped stroke separating head 
from neck; two arcs outlining upper part of shoulder; 
single lines along forward edge of backward foreleg and 
back edge of forefront foreleg; horizontal line dividing 
belly; oblique strokes on ribs, arcs on hip. bird [6]: oval 
for eye, horizontal s-shaped stroke separating halves of 
beak and continuing as an outline of lower part of head; 
arc outlining wing from shoulder to tip; line parallel to 
middle part of previous one separates the hips; straight 
lines dividing wing into three parts, sets of strokes on 
lower parts of wing and tail for feathering; double small 
arc dividing tip of tail. Filler ornament: double circlets at 
centre and radiating strokes on rosettes with accentuated 
centre, sets of strokes crossing at centres of leaf-rosettes, 
pairs of arcs or strokes on rosettes of irregular shape.

early in late corinthian i, the Dodwellians, the 
ampersand painter (s. p. boriskovskaya).

similar to pl. 3.1-6, once considered by boriskovskaya 
to be the work of the ampersand painter, and to 
another vase (pl. 5.1-6), seen as a work in his manner 
(boriskovskaya 1972, 5–8). amyx saw this attribution 
as a support for his own ‘feeling that the painter must 
have decorated some amphoriskoi’ (amyx, CorVP, 220). 

at the same time amyx considered both hermitage 
amphoriskoi to be by the painter himself. cf. also for 
shape Dehl–von Kaenel 1995, cat. 958 (attributed to 
circle of the ampersand painter). This might force us to 
elaborate a more unified view of the painter, his manner 
and circle.

bibl.: boriskovskaya 1972, 5-6, fig. 1; amyx, CorVP, 219, a-18; 
bukina 2015, cat. 155.

plate 5

1-6; Fig. 6. amphoriskos. inv. b.2775. From the 
imperial archaeological commission, 1903, purchased 
in ochakov; said to be from ‘viktorovka, odessa District, 
Kherson region’, southern russia.

h. 16.6 cm; h. of handle ca. 3 cm; diam. of rim 3.2 
cm; max. diam. of body 10.8 cm; diam. of base 4.3 cm. 
small vessel with large funnel-shaped rim; narrow neck; 
two round handles from top of neck to shoulder; oval 

Fig. 6. inv. B.2775.
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body with flat shoulder strongly narrowing towards the 
conical foot.

rim and one handle are glued, surface worn; large 
losses of paint. pale buff clay; brown paint; added red.

rim: inside painted; outside, two bands. handles: 
pairs of vertical stripes. neck: between handles, horizontal 
zigzag. shoulder: between handles. side a: panther, to 
right [1]. side b: goat, to left [2]; below, two rows of 
blobs divided by line, framed by pair of narrow bands. 
body: figured frieze. side a: below handle, panther, 
to right [3]; goat, to left [4]; panther, to left [5]; filler 
ornament consists of rosettes with accentuated centre, 
leaf-rosettes, rosettes of irregular shape (incised like lotus 
flowers) and blobs. lower body: broad band framed by 
pair of narrower bands; rays. Foot is painted outside.

added red. panthers [1], [5]: neck, stripe at upper 
shoulder, belly, stripes on hip. goats [2], [4]: neck-
withers, stripe at upper shoulder, belly, stripe on hip. 
panther [3]: neck, stripe at upper shoulder, belly, stripes 
on ribs and hip.

incisions. panthers [1], [3], [5]: like panthers on 
vase pl. 4.1-6, also panthers [1], [3], small double arc 
indicating sacrum. goat [2]: upturned small arcs crossing 
horn, upturned u-shape on ear and elongated oval inside 
this line; double arc above eye, circlet with pair of added 
curved strokes for eye; circlet (consists of pair of small 
arcs) with additional arc at right side on cheek, double 
small arc separating forepart of muzzle, sets of small arcs 
across forepart of muzzle and beard; arc separating head 
from neck; two arcs outlining upper part of shoulder; 
backward foreleg separated from chest by a small stroke; 
single lines along back edge of backward foreleg and 
forward edge of forefront foreleg; horizontal line dividing 
belly is roundly bent at ends; small arcs on ribs, arcs on 
hip; double small arc at base of tail. goat [4]: like goat 
[2] but circlet with pair of angle brackets for eye; circlet 
on cheek like doe [4] on vase pl. 4.1-6; small double arc 
indicating sacrum. Filler ornament: double circlets at 
centres and radiating strokes on rosettes with accentuated 
centre, sets of strokes crossing at centres of leaf-rosettes, 
pairs of arcs or strokes on rosettes of shaded rosettes, arcs 
and strokes on lotus-rosettes, single strokes on largest of 
blobs.

early in late corinthian i, the Dodwellians, the 
ampersand painter (D. a. amyx).

see above pl. 4.1-6. We should note that at the present 
time there is no evidence of any ancient site (such as a 
necropolis, grave or well) in or near viktorovka where 

whole ancient pottery vessels may have been discovered. 
on the other hand, in the early 20th century the southern 
russian town of ochakov was a well-known centre for 
the trade in antiquities, both local and (presumably) 
brought from the mediterranean / european art markets.

bibl.: OAK 1901, 129, fig. 219; payne, NC, 314, no. 1079a; 
boriskovskaya 1972, fig. 2; suslov, ed. 1994, no. 188; amyx, CorVP, 
219, А-19; bukina 2015, cat. 156.

leKYthoi

plate 6

1-3; pl. 7.1-3; Fig. 7. Deianira lekythos. inv. b.4. 
From the imperial academy of Fine arts, 1851; formerly 
collection of giuseppe antonio pizzati, assembled in 
naples and rome (MS Cat. Pizz. 29, found at nola).

Fig. 7. inv. B.4.
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h. 25.9 cm; h. of handle ca. 10 cm; diam. of rim 
ca. 5 cm; max. diam. of body 12.3 cm; diam. of base 
ca. 9 cm. large vessel with funnel-shaped rim slightly 
curved inwards; short narrow neck with rounded ridge 
at junction to shoulder; handle oval in section, rising up 
from ridge to the middle of rim and attached to upper 
third of body; elongated oval body slightly narrowing 
upwards, ring-foot.

assembled from pieces. Thermoluminescent analysis 
of samples taken from the rim, foot and wall in the 
middle of body indicate the ancient origin of the ceramic 
fragments. endoscopy reveals several modern terracotta 
infills on lower body (in the black-painted part). much of 
body covered with a plaster ground, tinted and repainted. 
nineteenth-century painting of very high quality (both 
in the fine incisions and the imitation of transparency to 
the paint along edges of figures); the boundary between 
ancient and modern parts of the figured panel detectable 
only through visible luminescence of the surface in 
ultraviolet rays. light buff clay, apparently very light 
ochre wash; dark brown paint; added red.

rim, ridge on neck, handle, about half of upper body 
around the handle, about a quarter of lower body (with 
one reserved stripe) and foot outside are painted. body, 
below ridge: row of tongues framed by lines, tongues 
outlined along the edges. opposite the handle: figured 
panel framed by lines; male ‘padded dancers’ (komasts) 
wearing short chitons, their right arms raised forward and 
left hands stretched behind their backs, to right; head of 
dancer on left side [1] turned to right; dancer [2] looks 
forward; two next figures not ancient; one ancient 
rosette on left side.

added red. Dancers [1], [2]: chiton (i.e. a broad 
irregular band along body).

incisions. Dancer [1]: outlines of ribbon across hair; 
curve outlining hair above forehead and front edge of 
whiskers, upturned t-shaped outline of whiskers’ back 
edge; arc for eyebrow, circlet for eye; curve descending 
from a curl for common outline of ear and lower part 
of hair; pairs of broad arcs for collar and short sleeve 
borders; symmetrical pair of arched lines outlining 
muscles of forefront hip, common curve outlining thick 
bottom and lower edge of same hip; oblique stroke 
indicating knee joint of forefront leg, symmetrical 
pair of oppositely directed arcs for other knee joint; 
arc outlining calf muscle of backward leg. Dancer [2]: 
outlines of ribbon across hair; curve outlining hair 
above forehead and front edge of beard, curve outlining 

lower edge of beard; arc for eyebrow, circlet with pair 
of added horizontal strokes for eye; curve descending 
from rounded curl for common outline of ear and lower 
part of hair; pairs of broad arcs for collar, short sleeves 
borders and belt; s-shaped line along edge of paunch; 
curve outlining lower edge of forefront hip and muscle 
above knee, added arc below this knee; symmetrical pair 
of oppositely directed arcs for knee joint of backward 
leg, arc outlining calf muscle of this knee.

late corinthian i.
on Deianira lekythoi see payne, NC, 109; amyx, 

CorVP, 499-500; J. boardman, Athenian Black 
Figure Vases, london, 1974, 17, 189. before scientific 
investigation was undertaken during preparation of this 
volume the piece was thought to be entirely antique, 
the painting well preserved. boriskovskaya ascribed the 
decoration to the andromeda painter (boriskovskaya, 
Thesis, 206-207, 272). indeed, both style and subject 
(komasts) recall a number of late corinthian red-ground 
vases of other shapes; cf. for instance r.v. sidrys, r. 
Škiudienė, A Black-figure Krater with Padded Dancer 
Scene from Kaunas, Lithuania, in AK, 42. Jahrg., h. 1. 
(1999), 3-8; cf. also survey study t.J. smith, Komast 
Dancers in Archaic Greek Art. oxford, 2010 (oxford 
monographs on classical archaeology), 14-32. 
subsequently seeberg listed this hermitage lekythos 
among different large closed shapes (kraters, amphorae, 
olpai) decorated with figures of komasts. amyx did not 
accept the attribution to the andromeda painter; he 
mentioned two other lekythoi decorated with different 
human figures (one at auction in basel; the other in a 
private collection in taranto). amyx also stressed the 
unusual iconography, i.e. use of a kind of decoration not 
usual on this shape, contrasting with the normal three-
figured scheme with winged beings (amyx, CorVP, 
500). in view of the very broad range of analogies on 
the one hand and the lack of an established sequence for 
corinthian red-ground Deianira lekythoi with komasts 
on the other, this author currently prefers not to specify 
the painter’s personality.

bibl.: stephani 1869, no. 95; Waldhauer 1914, no. 152; payne, 
NC, 110-111, no. 1369; benson, GKV, 60; a. seeberg, Corinthian 
Komos Cases, in University of London – Institute of Classical Studies Bulletin 
Supplement, vol. 27, london, 1971, 66, 74, no. 154; amyx, CorVP, 500; 
bukina, chugunova 2014, 230-233, figs. 139-141; bukina 2015, cat. 
258.




